SERVICE ADVISORY

SERVICE REVISION

STARTING MARCH 23, ROUTES 76, 77, 301, 308 & 316 WILL BE REVISED TO OPERATE VIA A NEW 5TH / 6TH AVENUE PATHWAY IN DOWNTOWN SEATTLE

Route(s): 76, 77, 301, 308 & 316
Start: Saturday, 3/23/2019 - Start of service
Operate: At all times
Duration: Long-term

Notes: Beginning Saturday, March 23, some Metro bus routes that have been traveling on 4th Av through downtown Seattle will be revised to instead serve a new 5th Av and 6th Av transit pathway, in order to help accommodate the increase in bus traffic on downtown surface streets.

Metro routes 76, 77, 252, 257, 301, 308, 311 and 316 will operate on these new pathways.

Heading south and west into downtown Seattle, these routes will not change.

See Metro’s Service Advisories for each route for details.

Visit Metro’s online Puget Sound Trip Planner or use the Android or iOS apps, and enter a date of March 23 or later for your query.

Visit Metro’s Spring Service Change page or the Metro Matters blog for more information, maps and FAQs about transit service revisions on March 23.

See Transit Alerts.
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NORTHBOUND -
RT 76 TO WEDGWOOD
RT 77 TO NORTH CITY
RT 301 TO AURORA VILLAGE TRANSIT CENTER
RT 308 TO HORIZON VIEW
RT 316 TO MERIDIAN PARK

~ Beginning 3/23, these routes will operate new northbound routing via 5th and 6th Avenues.

Northbound on 5 Av S at S Jackson St
C on NB 5 Av S
C on NB 5 Av
R on EB Marion St
L on NB 6 Av
R on EB Pike St
L on Bellevue Av
C on E Olive Way
C onto northbound I-5
C on regular route

STOPS NO LONGER SERVED
All -
NB 4 AV/SNS S JACKSON ST
NB 4 AV/NS JAMES ST
NB 4 AV/NS MADISON ST
NB 4 AV/NS UNION ST
EB PIKE ST/NS 6 AV
Rt 301 -
EB OLIVE WY/FS BOREN AV
– For the current scheduled and predicted times of buses at stops, text your stop ID to 6950.

NEW STOPS
NB 5 AV/SFM S JACKSON ST – STOP #840
NB 5 AV/NS JAMES ST – STOP #860
NB 5 AV/NS MARION ST– STOP #966
NB 6 AV/NS UNION ST – STOP #997
EB PIKE ST/NS 7 AV – STOP #1195

SOUTHBOUND - TO DOWNTOWN SEATTLE

Regular route; not affected

NO REVISIONS
NO MISSED OR CHANGED STOPS
ALL REGULAR STOPS ARE SERVED
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Service Advisories Table

Legend
Direction  Routing Turns  Stop Orientation
EB = Eastbound  AT = At